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The experience gained in
processing
the
material
becomes the starting point
for exploring himself and his
art. Living in Milan, the
international capital of design,
gives rise to new ideas: the
wish of making art affordable,
functional and usable. As
usual, inspiration comes to
life from the observation of
nature and from a deep
reflection around it: we
recognize the shapes and
fibers of flowers and plants
which, thanks to the finest
goldsmith traditions and
techniques, transcend their
material to become precious
textures
of
unique
handcrafted creations.
Thus was born LUX, a project
that combines art, design and
technology and offers a
collection of rechargeable
cordless table lamps made
with semi-precious materials
and 24kt gold plated metal.
The light and gold, thanks to
the different angles of
refraction, ensure that the
object is always alive and
changing and, in some way,
always new.
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Born in 2017 as a
luminous artwork powered
by main, today it becomes,
thanks
to
advanced
technology, a rechargeable,
battery-powered cordless
table lamp that offers up to
24 hours of autonomy.
Placed on a side table or
used as an ambient light,
the dimmable lamp, with a
3W high-tech LED, allows
you to create shades of
light
and
shadow,
decorating every corner of
your room.
Angelo is available in two
sizes, S and L to best suit
your home and create the
right atmosphere with a
simple touch.
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Two Sizes

Many Finishes

Angelo S: 256 mm x 172 mm x 455 mm
Angelo L: 320 mm x 214 mm x 552 mm

→ Wood base
→ Leather body
More than 20 colors available

→ Leather stitching
More than 20 colors available

→ Sphere - 24kt gold plated metal
Fiber | Lotus

fiber
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lotus

Light Technology
is Key
→ USB – C
→ Touch dimmer with 4 brightness levels
→ Push dimmer
→ Up to 3 W
→ Night lighting
→ Up to 24 hours of autonomy
→ 6 hours fast charge

Angelo
Brightness

6%

30%

70%

100%

Battery
autonomy

24 hrs

18 hrs

13 hrs

10 hrs

Night lighting

6%
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Tech Spec
Materials:

Angelo S

Angelo L

24kt gold plated metal,
Leather,
Smoke Palisander wood

Total power: 3 W
Touch dimmer
Push dimmer
USB-C recharge
Sphere Ø 90 mm

Total power: 3 W
Touch dimmer
Push dimmer
USB-C recharge
Sphere Ø 110 mm

455 mm

552 mm

256 mm
320 mm

172 mm

Ø 90 mm
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214 mm

Ø 110 mm
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